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H I G H L I G H T S

• Number of trays per HME unit length is very high.

• Simplified technical application and reduced energy demand.

• HHIDiS is applicable to multi-component and binary separation.

• HHIDiS characterizes with high scalability and a potential for standardization.

A R T I C L E I N F O

Keywords:
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A B S T R A C T

In this study, the concept and model of hybrid heat-integrated distillation system (HHIDiS), which have been
signalized in our previous works, have been revisited in more details. Here, we have focused on modeling of a
heat and mass exchanger (HME) unit which can be applied for heat-integrated thermal separation process. In this
paper we would like to propose the design calculation procedure for a dedicated HME in an exemplary binary
distillation HHIDiS unit. A design calculation method has been proposed taking into account all crucial thermal-
flow phenomena and basic energy-saving aspects of HME operation. The calculation procedure is based on
widely verified theories: 1) thermal resistance theory for heat transfer calculations, 2) the concept of theoretical
tray for mass transfer, and 3) finite volume method for two-phase flow hydraulic calculations. Scalability of the
proposed approach has been improved by employing a hybrid heat integrated distillation system (HHIDiS)
consisting of a single classic rectifying and stripping units and one or multiple HMEs for separation of binary or
multi-component mixtures respectively. Novel channel geometry has been proposed to induce necessary two-
phase flow pattern. One of benefits of presented HME and HHIDiS its reduced apparatus height and no re-
quirements for dedicated equipment (e.g. compressors).

1. Introduction

Approximately 95% of all substance separation processes are rea-
lized with distillation columns, which are estimated for 3% of global
energy consumption. For this reason, development of energy-saving
technologies for the separation of substances may be considered as
beneficial for global climate as well as reduction of production costs.
Despite the activities aimed at developing different methods of sub-
stance separation, the basic and still most commonly used are thermal
separation technologies. The industrial-scale systems for thermal se-
paration of mixtures commonly consist of a rectification column com-
bined with a condenser and an evaporator (Fig. 1a). Raw systems of this
type characterize with excessive heat consumption Qw in the

evaporator and at the same time by large heat dump Qs to the en-
vironment through a condenser.

1.1. Heat-integrated distillation columns

One of very promising and widely studied approaches in the scope
of energy-saving technologies for thermal separation of substances in
last decades are heat integrated distillation columns (HIDiC). In review
papers by Jana [1] and more recently by Fang et al. [2], wide state-of-
the-art literature review on rectification column thermal integration has
been presented. In a typical HIDiC solution, a compressor is used to
increase pressure in rectifying section of apparatus relatively to strip-
ping section, to obtain higher condensation temperature. In such
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conditions, heat is recovered through the wall of the apparatus
(Fig. 1b). In multi-component solutions, heat may also be transferred
between corresponding sections of separate columns.

Due to benefits of HIDiC technology outlined in literature and its
potential applicability on an industrial scale, the concept of heat in-
tegrated process has been considered as worth of further development
and extensively studied in various variants. In [3] a divided-wall HIDiC
column has been introduced utilizing its own energy source to transfer
heat from rectifying section to stripping section by heat pump. An in-
tensified heat integration scheme for a pressure-swing distillation has
been developed assuming perfect mixing and equilibrium on all trays.

Markowski et al. [4,5] developed a mathematical model of thermal

integration of a set of columns using an exergy analysis and the Pinch
Technology method. The results of numerical simulations showed that
energy consumption in a set of heat-integrated columns can be reduced
by 40–60% compared to a set of classic rectification columns commonly
used in industry.

Olujic et al. [6] developed a model of a heat integrated tray column
by dividing the integrated section into two concentric volumes corre-
sponding to rectifying and stripping sections. The diameter of the inner
(rectifying) section gradually decreased from bottom to top while the
diameter of the outer (stripping) section remained constant. Suphanit
[7] has presented a detailed numerical calculation of the apparatus. In
terms of minimizing energy consumption, an inter-tray region has been

Nomenclature

dA differential of the area of heat transfer surface, m2

dHC, dHH differential of enthalpy flow for cold and hot process
stream, respectively, W

di differential of the molar enthalpy of liquid, J/mol
di“ differential of the molar enthalpy of vapour, J/mol
dki differential of equilibrium constant of the i-th component,

–
dL differential of the flowrate of liquid, mol/s
dQn differential of surplus or deficit of the heat flow, W
dT differential of the temperature, K
dV differential of the flowrate of vapour, mol/s
dxi differential of molar fraction of the i-th component in li-

quid, –
dyi differential of molar fraction of the i-th component in va-

pour, –
ExL exergy loss, kW
g gravitational acceleration, m/s2

hb convective boiling heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K
hcg gravity-controlled condensation heat transfer coefficient,

W/m2K
hcs shear-controlled condensation heat transfer coefficient,

W/m2K
hl convective heat transfer coefficient for liquid alone, W/

m2K
H stream enthalpy, W
I' molar enthalpy of liquid, J/mol
I“ molar enthalpy of vapour, J/mol

ki equilibrium constant of the i-th component, –
kl thermal conductivity of liquid, W/mK
L liquid flowrate, mol/s
Prl liquid Prandtl number, –
Q internal HME heat transfer or heat transferred between

rectifying and stripping sections, W
Rel liquid-alone Reynolds number, –
Rf thermal resistance of fouling, m2∙K/W
T temperature, °C
Ta ambient temperature, K
TC, TH temperature for cold and hot process stream, respectively,

K
Uf local heat transfer coefficient in the exchanger with

fouling, W/(m2∙K)
V flowrate of vapour, mol/s
xi molar fraction of the i-th component in liquid, –
yi molar fraction of the i-th component in vapour, –
→ν velocity vector, m/s
α volume fraction, –
ΔHC, ΔHH increment in enthalpy of cold and hot process stream,

respectively, W
ΔT temperature difference, K
ϕl

2 ratio of two-phase to liquid-phase frictional pressure drop,
–

ηk efficiency of theoretical tray, –
ηl liquid viscosity, Ns/m2

ρl liquid density, kg/m3

ρv vapor density, kg/m3

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of: a) a classic industrial rectification column, b) HIDiC principle of operation.
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considered as the basic integration unit for heat transfer between the
rectifying and stripping sections.

Naito et al. [8] have conducted laboratory tests of thermal in-
tegration between rectifying and stripping section using a double-pipe
heat exchanger. Hugill [9] and Thung et al. [10] tested, on a laboratory
scale, plate-fin heat exchangers considered for future application to
heat-integrated separation processes.

In the review paper by Fang et al. [11] it has been stated that
comparing the two most common methods for calculating heat dis-
tribution along the vertical height of the rectification and stripping
sections (i.e. the uniform heat transfer area method and the uniform
heat distribution method) a conclusion has been drawn, that the uni-
form heat transfer area method is better. The conclusion is consistent
with other research [12,13].

Nakaiwa et al. [14] and Olujic et al. [15] launched a heat-integrated
pilot installations, obtaining promising results, however the proposed
solutions were not applied and tested on the industrial scale yet.

In [16] shell and tube HIDiC has been introduced and analyzed by
means of numerical simulation. Performance of concentric HIDiC with
dedicated packing has been studied experimentally in [17] reporting
heat transfer increase of 102%.

Currently, the research is mostly focused on heat pump assisted
HIDiC system and component improvements [1,11,18–23]. Although
PFHE experiments are being carried out the plate geometry does not
draw as much attention as expected. The main focus of this paper is to
present calculation model for HME based HHIDiS unit.

1.2. Two-phase flow in plate heat exchangers and other complex geometries

Two-phase heat exchangers are well recognized in literature and
industrial applications. Many empirical correlations have been

developed for heat transfer coefficient in two-phase flow also with
presence of boiling and condensation, nevertheless this area of research
is still under attention. In the world literature, research on modern
technologies aimed at improving the efficiency of heat exchangers and
a considerable interest in modern constructions of compact heat ex-
changers is noticed often with the use of mini channels [24] or other
complex geometries such as ribs of plate corrugation.

Numerical modeling of CFD for heat transfer in complex geometry
of a plate heat exchanger is an up-to-date issue. A number of studies
uses CFD simulation tools to assess two-phase flow in this type of
complex geometries [25,26]. Two-phase flow with phase change has
been simulated in plate evaporator [27]. Complex two-phase flow
patterns were also analyzed numerically with good quality results in the
flow through a tray distillation column [28]. Finite volume method has
been also employed for numerical modeling of boiling in complex
micro-scale geometry e.g. a mini-channel with segment ribs [29] or
comparative analysis of bubbly flow in mini and micro scale [30]. Phase
change phenomena with heat exchange have been also addressed in
scope of our own research [31,32] in the context of a complex flow
geometry such as the flow through a tube-bundle.

1.3. The novelty

In our study, the HME concept is introduced and HHIDiS dedicated
for binary mixture thermal separation process is outlined. A case of
binary-mixture HHIDiS, where the feed is conveniently split into two
streams, has been presented within the scope of this paper. The idea
may be up-scaled for multi-component mixture systems. Each of these
cases is based on a HME unit, which role is to thermally integrate
rectifying and stripping sections. To our best knowledge, such system
has not been presented yet in the literature.

Fig. 2. A process diagram of the thermal separation system for classic technology based on rectifying column (4.2 MW external heat flux).
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The proposed approach is based on simultaneous heat and mass
transfer in a non-standard apparatus, that realizes counter-current flow
of vapor and liquid in non-standard channel geometry. Diaphragm heat
transfer is accompanied with simultaneous substance rectification. To
our best knowledge, no adequate model has been found in literature
and commercial solvers do not fully cover the need of joint description
of interdependent heat and mass transfer together with energy-saving
aspects. Different geometry and scale implies re-consideration and in-
tegration of all mentioned sub-models.

Comparing to HIDiC models, in our approach the pressure boost
between rectifying and stripping sections has been reconsidered. A
compressor has been replaced with a pump and a valve, which we
considered to have lower susceptibility to technical malfunction and
lower cost of investment.

Hence the model integrates various important aspects of HHIDiS
operation, for the sake of presentation clarity, this paper has been di-
vided into chapters describing: the basic concept and structure of the
HHIDiS system for multi-component and binary-mixture separation
process, heat transfer sub-model, mass transfer sub-model, two-phase
flow validity assessment, a method for maximization energy-savings
and internal HHIDiS heat transfer. The reasoning has been summarized
in form of a design calculation algorithm followed by exemplary cal-
culation case.

2. The concept of HHIDiS based on one or multiple HMEs

Previous studies, including our own [4,5,33], showed that appli-
cation of thermal coupling within distillation system (Fig. 3) may bring
more than 60% energy savings comparing to classic systems (Fig. 2). As
a comparison, the use of heat pumps reduces energy cost by 30–40%
when applied to a binary distillation unit [34]. We have further noticed
that with the use of HME based system, a set of columns may be
thermally coupled at even lower level of complexity than systems which
utilize heat pumps and heat exchangers (Fig. 3). The lower complexity
of the system is to some extent achieved at a cost of slightly higher
complexity of the apparatus, but on the other hand a great advantage of
HME is its compact geometry. Similar principle of operation (although
different geometry and work regime) has been successfully proven in
[35,36], therefore we have considered those concerns and opportunities
as worth of investigation. By studying them, we have also concluded,
that heat and mass exchangers of this type have to have a dedicated
channel geometry and operation regime which we signalize and present
in mode details later in this paper.

Apart from multi-component HHIDiS, an application for binary
mixtures is also possible (Fig. 4). In both cases HME may operate
without intermediary heat transfer equipment (i.e. heat pumps or heat
pipes). The pressure in both sections may be conveniently adjusted by
using a pump and a valve.

Heat is transferred between the rectifying section R1 of the first
theoretical column C-1 and stripping section S2 of the second theore-
tical column C-2. By using HME, these sections can be combined to-
gether in form of one apparatus. It is worth to notice, that the risk of
technical malfunction is not increased, because there is no need for any
additional complex equipment.

In the presented form, HHIDiS may still utilize existing plant
equipment for thermal coupling of boundary rectifying and stripping
units S1 and R2, we consider it as optional, since HHIDiS may be con-
nected to industrial refrigeration unit as well.

3. HME design calculation model

A schematic outline of HME’s principle of operation is presented in
Fig. 5. The HME geometric model is based on a plate apparatus. The
general applicability of structural packaging in form of plates has been
verified experimentally for PFHEs [35]. The main difference in our
approach is more complex geometry of a channel, which gives the

possibility of having high number of trays (i.e. mixing sections) per unit
length. This is achieved by introducing dedicated (variable cross-sec-
tion area) channel geometries consisting of a large number of small
sections. In our model, each of these sections corresponds to a theore-
tical plate.

Furthermore, the multi-channel geometry based on plate heat ex-
changers allows for reduction of height of apparatus (Fig. 5c). The
minimal HME height is limited by the efficiency of separation process
taking place in channel geometry which depends strongly on the in-
tensity of mixing. Therefore, the two most important conditions that the
HME channel geometry has to fulfill in order for the process to occur
are as follows: the two-phase flow has to be in counter-current regime
and additionally some form of mixing has to be present in a section.

In the following sections, our HME model is presented in details
with respect to all signalized geometric and process conditions. We
have revisited suitable and widely used sub-models that are time-effi-
cient and applicable for iterative solution procedure. The model pre-
sentation is followed by an exemplary design calculation for ethane-
ethylene mixture separation unit.

3.1. Thermal coupling model

In the first stage, the mathematical model is based on ideal column
model and thermal resistance method. The use of the ideal column
model allows calculating approximated process parameters of the
system, especially the area of heat transfer surface, without a priori
setting of dimensions of the apparatus, channel geometry, nor using
additional solver to determine number of theoretical trays. The only
assumption made at this point is diaphragm heat transfer. Diaphragm
thermal coupling between rectifying section 1 and stripping section 4 of
two ideal columns C-1 and C-2 is depicted in Fig. 6.

Heat transfer models based on theory of thermal resistances are
commonly used in heat exchanger calculations. In this particular case,
the model can expressed by Eqs. (1)–(4). The diaphragm heat con-
ductance is considered as negligible comparing to boiling and con-
densing heat transfer intensity and has been omitted in Eq. (2).

= −dQ U T T dA( )f 1 4 (1)

= + +
U h h

R1 1 1
f b c

f
(2)

Fig. 3. A process diagram of HHIDiS with possible HME applications marked
with red (1.5 MW external heat flux). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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where boiling heat transfer coefficient has been given as,

= ⎡
⎣

⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦

h h Pr ϕ1
2

( )b l
l

l

ρ ρ
2

2( / )v l
0.25

(3)

and condensation heat transfer coefficient, which is flow regime de-
pendent,

= = ⎡

⎣
⎢

− ⎤

⎦
⎥h h a k

ρ ρ ρ g
η

Re Pr·
( )

c cg l
l l v

l

b

l
c

l
d

2
(4)

a) laminar flow, a = 1, b = 0.27, c = −0.33, d = 0,
b) turbulent flow: a = 0.02, b = 0.33, c = 0.35, d = 0.33.

Stream parameters in above equations are calculated using ideal
column model. Model of an ideal column, assumes an infinite number
of condensers in the rectifying section and an infinite number of eva-
porators in the stripping section (Fig. 7a). The vapor and liquid streams
in any cross-section of the apparatus are identified by molar streams,
temperature, mole fractions and specific enthalpies. Mixture

temperature and quantity of heat transferred in each cross-section are
expressed in form of so called column profiles [37], as functions of
temperature vs. stream enthalpy and depicted in a T-H diagram
(Fig. 7b).

Column profiles are calculated from a system of differential balance
equations for energy, mass and component. At this stage, the ideal
column approach allows for omitting the momentum balance in the
calculations (Fig. 8).

Energy balance:

= ′ + ′ − ′ − ′′ ′dQ L di i dL V di i dV· · · · (5)

Mass balance:

=dL dV (6)

Mass balance of i-th component:

+ − − =L dx x dL V dy y dV· · · · 0i i i i (7)

Thermodynamic equilibrium between the vapors and the liquid has
been assumed at any cross-section and included using the following
relationship:

= +dy k dx x dk· ·i i i i i (8)

Finally, the following dependencies apply:

∑ ∑= =
= =

dx dy0; 0
i

n

i
i

n

i
1 1 (9)

As a result, initial heat transfer surface area is estimated and ad-
ditionally all necessary thermal-flow parameters for adjusting initial
process parameters are obtained.

3.2. Exergy loss calculations for maximization of energy savings

Energy efficiency analysis has became one of standard steps in de-
sign workflow [38] and nowadays, energy-saving technologies are the
most promising ones. In process development it is often emphasized
that investment cost and energy efficiency are the main two opposing
objectives that have to be taken into account. Exergy analysis is a
helpful tool for the assessment of energy-savings due to its versatility
and ability to integrate and analyze various forms of energy flows
(including mechanical, thermal, chemical, etc.). Basing on the second
law of thermodynamics and Gouy-Stodola law, the system for thermal
separation of substances should be characterized by minimal exergy
losses in the separation process. Therefore, the objective function given
as exergy loss (ExL) has been proposed, where the minimum of ExL

Fig. 4. A schematic diagram of binary HHIDiS.

Fig. 5. A schematic sketch depicting the idea of
replacing the rectifying section of theoretical
column C-1 and stripping section of theoretical
column C-2 with a single heat and mass ex-
changer (HME): a) considered heat coupling
between two theoretical columns, b) diaphragm
heat integration of both sections, c) multi-
channel HME configuration.
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expresses minimum energy expenditure to sustain the operation of
HHIDiS. Process parameters, such as feed flow rate, molar fractions of
components, distillate and residue, are given as input data; ΔTmin is
assumed by the designer and other variables are dependent of pressures
pC-1 and pC-2. Thus pressures in both sections have been chosen as de-
cision variables in the energy-saving maximization step (which is

carried out in the beginning of calculation procedure Fig. 11). Mini-
mization of the objective function (ExL) belongs to the category of NLP
(nonlinear programming) methods. In the exemplary case a full grid-
search has been carried out to ensure global optimum. Exergy loss
calculation can be conveniently split into two cases, as is has been
presented below.

3.2.1. HME operation below ambient temperature
If the mixture separation process takes place below ambient tem-

perature, the system is usually thermally coupled with a compressor-
type refrigeration system. In such case, the minimum of the mechanical
energy consumption by the compressor is directly correlated to the
energy consumption of the system. Therefore, objective function,
written in terms of exergy loss is as follows,

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟= ∫ ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

− ∫ ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

Ex T
T

dH T
T

dH1 1L

H
a

C
C

H
a

H
H

0

Δ

0

ΔC H

(10)

where ΔHC, ΔHH, TC and TH are dependant from the pressures either in
section C-1 or C-2 of the HHIDiS system. The minimum of the objective
function corresponds to the minimal mechanical energy consumption
for driving the refrigeration cycle compressors.

Fig. 6. Heat transfer in HME between rectifying section ‘1’ of the first column and the stripping section ‘4’ of the second column; a) heat integration of two columns,
b) illustration of total heat Q transferred between considered sections in the T-H diagram (column profiles).

Fig. 7. A schematic diagram representing single ideal rectification column; a)
diagram of apparatus, b) column profiles: 1 - rectifying section, 2 - stripping
section.

Fig. 8. The balancing scheme (a) for the differential element dA of rectifying section of first ideal theoretical column (b).
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3.2.2. HME operation above ambient temperature
In many modern systems, in cases where process takes place above

the ambient temperature the apparatus or a plant is often thermally
coupled with CHP system. Thermal energy of the process is converted to
mechanical by a turbine and used by an electric generator. In such case,
maximum of mechanical energy production is expressed by minimum
of exergy loss, which can be written in form of the following objective
function,

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟= ∫ ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

− ∫ ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

Ex 1 T
T

dH 1 T
T

dHL
0

ΔH
a

H
H

0

ΔH
a

C
C

H C

(11)

Also in this case, ΔHC, ΔHH, TC and TH depend on the pressure pC-1
and pC-2. The minimum of the objective function corresponds to the
maximum of mechanical energy generation.

3.3. Two-phase flow regime

To determine the number of physical trays NR, it is essential to
guesstimate a channel geometry that meets all necessary assumptions.
Most importantly, it needs to induce counter-current two-phase flow
pattern which fulfill the requirement of intense mixing of phases. In this
work, all numerical experiments have been done using finite volume
method (using ANSYS Fluent software). At this point of study, we didn’t
aim to determine the correlation between flow pattern and theoretical
tray efficiency, but for the scope of this work we assumed, that as long
as flow mixing condition is fulfilled, its intensity will only have an
impact on tray (i.e. mixing section) efficiency and therefore on the size
of the apparatus. More detailed aspects of this correlation will be ad-
dressed in future work.

In the presented procedure we use finite volume method to solve
continuity (12) and momentum (13) balance equations for each phase.

∂
∂

+ ∇ → =
t

αρ αρν( ) ·( ) 0 (12)

∂
∂

→ + ∇ →→ = −∇ + ∇ ∇→ + ∇→ + → +
→

t
ρν ρν ν p μ ν ν ρg F( ) ·( ) ·[ ( )]T

(13)

In Fig. 9, vapors of lighter ethylene fraction flows upwards in
counter-current contact with liquid ethane. The shape of the stream
lines (parallel and perpendicular to the local interface) indicates the
occurrence of mixing of vapors and liquids, thus creating conditions
suitable for intensive heat and mass exchange. Sections characterized
by intensive mixing, separated by designated boundary of narrow cross-
sections, are considered in our model as real trays.

The proposed channel width varies periodically between 5 mm in

the narrowest cross-section, up to 15 mm in mixing regions. In the third
dimension the model had uniform depth (10 mm) with symmetry
boundary conditions. Bottom and top channel surface has been set as
velocity-inlet for vapor ethylene and liquid ethane respectively. A frag-
ment comprising three sections has been shown in Fig. 9. A series of
CFD simulations resulted in discovering a stable counter-current two-
phase flow range with intense mixing regions. For simulation times of
2 s and various liquid-vapor proportions we have observed a stable
counter current flow and in general, only the volumetric fraction of
vapor in channel sections did change. Representative stream lines are
shown in Fig. 9b and flow pattern is shown in Fig. 9c (in this case vapor
and liquid inlet velicities have been set to 0.3 m/s and 0.6 m/s re-
spectively).

The guestimated exemplary geometry has been numerically as-
sessed to fulfill the basic two-phase flow conditions and used later as
the basis for determining the number of real trays NR in the finite tray
model.

3.4. Mass transfer calculation model for finite number of real trays

In real systems it is not possible to achieve thermodynamic equili-
brium between vapors and liquid, therefore the concept of real tray is
used. On the other hand the commonly used theoretical tray concept is
used for mass transfer calculations in distillation systems.

The theoretical tray balancing scheme is depicted in Fig. 10 and
balance equations are presented below (Eqs. (14)–(18)). In this sub-
model, the local quantity of heat transferred between coupled sections
is represented by finite expression ΔQj.

Energy and mass balance for the j-th tray are given by Eqs. (14) and
(15):

′ − ′ + − ′ + ′ =− −
′

+ +
′L i V i Q L i V i· · Δ · · 0j j j j j j j j j1 1 1 1 (14)

− − + =− +L V L V 0j j j j1 1 (15)

Mass balance of the i-th component j-th tray and vapor–liquid
thermodynamic equilibrium condition for the j-th tray are given by Eqs.
(16), (17) and (18):

− − + =− − + +L x V y L x V y· · · · 0j ij j ij j ij j ij1 1 1 1 (16)

=y k x·ij ij ij (17)

′ = ′′T Tj j (18)

As a result of solving above system of equations, the number of
theoretical trays NT is determined. The correlation between number of

Fig. 9. Two-phase flow in a fragment of HME channel: (a) a guesstimated exemplary geometry, (b) typical stream lines and (c) corresponding flow pattern (red color
– liquid, blue color – vapor). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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channel sections NR and the number of theoretical trays NT has to fulfill
the basic condition (19).

= <η N
N

ηk
T

R
k max, (19)

3.5. HME calculation procedure

The general HME calculation scheme for the proposed heat in-
tegrated distillation unit has been presented in Fig. 11. The calculation
procedure starts with generation of ideal column profiles done by

solving the system of Eqs. (5)–(9). Ideal profiles for each column are
generated with respect to the minimum temperature difference (ΔTmin)
given as input parameter by the process designer, as it is often done in
typical heat exchanger design calculation procedure. The resulting
column profiles are used for the early stage optimization, with the
objective function described by Eqs. (10) or (11) and pressures in sec-
tions C-a and C-2 as decision variables.

Subsequently, the initial size of the exchanger is calculated using the
thermal resistance method, as a result of solving the system of Eqs. (1)
and (2). Then for the pre-calculated geometry of the apparatus and
calculated mass streams, the number of regions (NR) with intensive
mixing of liquids and vapors is determined using finite volume method
and the momentum Eq. (9). It is assumed that the number NR is
equivalent to the number of real trays for mass transfer in a pre-selected
exchanger. Next, the number of theoretical trays for the assumed tray
efficiency (ηk) is calculated, according to Eq. (19). The number of
theoretical trays (NT) is then used for solving the system of Eqs.
(14)–(18). On its basis, the actual column profiles are generated and the
area of heat transfer surface is recalculated by solving Eqs. (1) and (2).
The procedure is completed by returning the actual geometrical di-
mensions of the exchanger.

3.6. Restictions

The method is based on thermal resistances sub-model to solve
diaphragm heat transfer and theoretical tray equilibrium MESH sub-
model within the scope of thermal separation of substances. These
models are commonly used and are considered as universal in vast
number of industrial applications. Therefore, we consider the applic-
ability of the proposed method to be under the same conditions as of
base sub-models. Nevertheless, the following cases should be pointed
out as additional cautions and restrictions:

a) rectification accompanied by chemical reaction,
b) rectification of azeotropic mixtures,
c) a proper caution is recommended to assure that channel geometry is

applicable for specific mixture composition whether a proper
countercurrent two-phase flow pattern is induced,

d) further attention and study is needed in cases suspected of violating
thermodynamic equilibrium assumption,

e) tray efficiency for a non-standard HME apparatus has to be de-
termined experimentally (for the sake of this study very safe value of
ηk = 0.3 has been assumed)

f) should designer decide to significantly restrict height of the appa-
ratus (Fig. 15), a rate base model and dynamic state calculations are

Fig. 10. The balancing scheme for the j-th theoretical tray.

Fig. 11. General procedure for calculation of heat and mass exchanger.
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suggested for consideration to obtain more accurate results [39].

4. An illustrative example

The proposed model and calculation procedure was applied for the
case of separation of an ethylene-ethane two-component mixture. Feed
composition and the analyzed ethane-ethane exemple is based on pro-
cess data from working industrial plant (Olefine plant, Fig. 2). The
complete distillation system has been presented in [1] and the con-
sidered HME has been marked in Fig. 3. Values of input parameters
have been set as follows:

- feed molar flow rate F = 1000 kmol/h,
- feed molar fraction of ethylene xF = 0.821,
- feed molar fraction of ethane: 0.179,
- distillate molar fraction of ethylene xD = 0.99,
- residue molar fraction of ethane xR = 0.01,
- thermal resistance of fouling (for light fractions of hydrocarbons)
Rf = 10−5 m2K/W.

The maximum allowable pressure of 4000 kPa, lower than the cri-
tical pressures of both components, has been assumed to assure con-
venient separation. Peng-Robinson equation of state was adopted in the
calculations of thermodynamic equilibrium data. For binary mixture a
split-stream HHIDiS has been used in a way as it was depicted in Fig. 4.

The maximization of energy savings corresponds to a minimum of
system exergy losses. Process parameters (i.e. pressures in both sec-
tions) are determined as a result of minimizing the exergy losses given
as objective function in Eq. (10).

With respect to given assumptions and input data, resulting HME
profiles depend on feed stream split and pressures in sections C-1 and C-
2. As it has been depicted in Fig. 12, the minimum temperature dif-
ference is not directly correlated with pressure difference, but has to be
solved with respect to both pressures and feed stream split ratio.

In Fig. 12, HME ideal profiles, for the same pressure difference set to
1500 kPa, have been presented for four exemplary cases. Each column

depicts HME profiles for same values of pC-1 and pC-2 and for each row
the same feed split ratio has been set as input. Significant differences in
ΔTmin may be easily noticed across the resulting profiles. As it turned
out, not only pressure difference, but also the values of pressure in each
section are important to determine ΔTmin. For the sake of reducing
energy consumption by the refridgeration system, cases with higher
temperature are more preferable (case b and d). Additionally, those
cases characterize with higher values of ΔH, which means that the
amount of heat transferred between rectifying and stripping sections is
higher and therefore heat-integration is more intense. The exact values
of pressures and feed split ratios have been listed in Table 1.

With respect to all given input system parameters, HME profiles are
sufficiently defined by three variables: pC-1, pC-2, and feed stream split
F2/F or ΔTmin. The calculation results presented in Fig. 13 show that pC-
1 tends to take highest possible value of 4000 Pa, which is the upper
limit set for calculations by designer. With ΔTmin also presumed by
designer (in our example a value of ΔTmin = 4 K has been proposed) the
value of final variable pC-2 is obtained as a result.

The case has been solved on Intel i7 class processor. Time span of
generating one integrated column profile is approximately 5 s/core.
The global optimum has been obtained by performing a two-parameter
grid-search with resolution of 5 Pa, which corresponds to average
0.75% change in resulting heat transfer surface area. The search has
been performed within the range of 3000 to 4000 Pa for pC-1 and 2000
to 4000 Pa for pC-2. On a multi-core machine the global solution was
obtained after not more than 7 h. From our observation, the grid-search
resolution may be coarsened. For example, the resolution may be

Fig. 12. The differences between exemplary HME profiles obtained for uniform value pressure difference and different pC-1 and feed stream split ratio (input data
specified in Table 1).

Table 1
Input data for Fig. 12.

Case in Fig. 12 pC-1 (kPa) pC-2 (kPa) F2/F ΔTmin (K)

a 3500 2000 0.6 15.3
b 4000 2500 0.6 6.5
c 3500 2000 0.7 8.5
d 4000 2500 0.7 4.2
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reduced to 50 Pa if the overdesign is increased accordingly by addi-
tional 10%.

Accordingly to enthalpy increment in sections S1 and R2, the re-
frigerant enthalpy increment changes respectively in reboiler and

condenser. Within the considered pressure limits, the minimum and
maximum calculated heat transfer area may differ even by the factor of
4. However, even more impotantly, higher values of heat transfer sur-
face (Fig. 13b) do not directly correlate to the values of transferred

Fig. 13. Results of grid-search maximization of energy savings: a) the energy stream transferred in ideal HME between sections R1 and S2, b) calculated heat transfer
area, c) enthalpy increment in section R2, d) enthalpy increment in section S1.

Fig. 14. Resulting process quantities for exemplary HHIDiS calculation.
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thermal energy Q. Since Q is equal to HHIDiS internal heat transfer
(Fig. 13a), this observation is cruicial, because it shows, that adjusting
apparatus size is equally important as including minimization of ob-
jective function to the design calculations procedure. Thus even HME of
small size may present fairly good performance for the use in HHIDiS.

By minimizing the objective function (10), for cooling water tem-
perature (in/out) set to 25/35 °C and ambient temperature Ta = 25 °C,
the resulting pressures have been obtained:

- in the rectifying section R1: pC-1 = 4000 kPa
- in the stripping section S2: pC-2 = 2310 kPa
- C-1 feed molar flow rate F1 = 338 kmol/h
- C-2 feed molar flow rate F2 = 662 kmol/h

The resulting process quantities are shown in Fig. 14. Results of
calculations are quantitatively dependent on the feed composition. In
the exemplary case, feed composition was given as exact input value. It
should be emphasized, that in case of changed composition, essential
recalculation would be necessary. In case of proposed HME, feed
composition is one of the most basic parameters and affects feed split
ratio F2/F, thus for different feed compositions, the resulting size of the
apparatus varies. Also, if different value of ΔTmin was proposed by
designer, it would replicate in changed resulting pC-2 and feed split.
Therefore, the solution is considered optimal with respect to nominal
process parameters. In real operation regime, if feed composition
fluctuates, pressure will be adjusted by pressure-control system to en-
sure the condition of T1 > T4 along the apparatus, according to pre-
calculated HME profiles. Hence, the most important objective in this
case, is to recalulare the size of HME within the considered range of xF
values and a proper overdesign has to be assessed to assure the desired
product compositions (xD and xR).

As it has been depicted in Fig. 15, if the number of trays is greater
than 100, the difference in heat transferred for the case of ideal column
compared to real column model is lower than 1% (0.2% for 200 trays).
Therefore, for ethane-ethylene mixture and apparatus height equal to
3 m with channel section height 0.01 m, the resulting column profiles
obtained using ideal and theoretical column sub-model practically do
overlap. In our example of apparatus with 300 channel sections
(equivalent to real trays) the discrepancy between those two sub-
models is still less than 1% even for very safely assumed tray efficiency
ηk = 0.3.

For the steady feed composition, height of the apparatus does not
depend on feed flow rate. The number of sections doesn’t have to be
adjusted, but instead, for different feed flow rate only the number of
parallel channels has to be recalculated in order to assure desired two-
phase flow conditions, thus only the horizontal size of the apparatus
will be affected.

The main feature of HME proposed in this study is the large number
of stages. In such case, an approach based on thermodynamic equili-
brium together with safe value of theoretical tray efficiency was applied
as a realizable assessment of design parameters and sizing. Due to
proposed HME operation principle, thermodynamic equilibrium is as-
sumed in each cross-section, including feed added in equilibrium with
internal streams as well. This strict consequence of selecting channel-
type geometry of the apparatus benefits in minimum entropy differ-
ences and, basing on 2nd law of thermodynamics, eliminates the need
of further energetic optimization.

Final HME profiles are shown in Fig. 16. The heat transfer area
calculated for flat plate is equal to 395 m2.

To maintain the desired two-phase flow regime the number of
channels in each section (C-1 and C-2) has been set to 100, which for a
1 m plate width and area enlargement factor, which for proposed
guestimated geometry is equal to 1.46 m2/m2, gives extremely safe
120% overdesign. The overdesign may be adjusted by changing channel
width, however in such case, two-phase flow regime has to be verified
respectively.

5. Conclusions

We outlook for several potential advantages of HME based HHIDiS
system, which has been re-introduced in this paper. First one is the
reduced height of the unit compared to the classical distillation column
as an effect of by significantly higher number of mixing sections per
unit height of the apparatus. This property should be the more ob-
servable, the closer the intensity of mass transfer is to the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium curve. In this scope however, further simulations
and empirical validation is needed.

Secondly, the use of a pump instead of a compressor allows for
significant simplification of technical applications and reduced energy
demand. Nevertheless, if the compressor is already a part of an existing
system it can be used as well in a slightly changed configuration (e.g. as
HHIDiS standalone system not connected to refridgeration unit). We
consider as safe to generalize, that many improvements already pro-
posed by researches and industrial developers in field of heat integra-
tion may be easily implemented also in HHIDiS. To name some of them
within the field of distillation, those may be for example: THIDiC type
pre-heater [40] or thermal coupling of S1 and R2 sections (Fig. 4) using
a compressor or heat pump [1,11,18–23].

Another benefit of HHIDiS is its potential for standardization and
applicability for binary or multi-component mixtures with low-cost
additional equipment comparing to a typical industrial solutions.

The presented calculation method for heat and mass exchanger may
be considered as universal in the sense that the model of the apparatus
is based on widely verified theories such as theory of thermal re-
sistances in the aspect of heat transfer, theoretical tray in mass transfer
and finite volume method for hydraulic calculations. Therefore, refer-
ring to very high overdesign obtained in presented exemplary case and
very secure tray efficiency value, we considered the proposed calcula-
tion procedure as reasonably safe and convenient for further in-
vestigation. Essentially, we believe that ensuring a high overdesign is
very important at this stage of study, since some of the aspects of HME
operation has to be still addressed in details in future work. For ex-
ample, in the presented case, feed composition was given as exact input
value, but essentially, design calculations of HME should be carried out
at least for lowest and highest value within the assumed possible xF
range and a safe overdesign should be chosen to maintain required
product compositions xD and xR.

The proposed calculation procedure itself is applicable to ex-
changers of any channel geometry as long as specified flow conditions
are fulfilled. However, the overall HME performance may benefit from
fine-tuning of two-phase flow regime (by adjusting channel geometry).
In further work, we consider to investigate this issue together with
experimental validation, because more research has to be carried out to
study the efficiency of theoretical tray with respect to channel geometry

Fig. 15. Enthalpy relative surplus dH between real and ideal column profiles in
function of total number of trays in section.
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and two-phase flow conditions. Especially for small HHIDiS and com-
pact HMEs this may significantly affect the final size of the apparatus.

In future work, the dynamic behavior of the novel apparatus as well
as certain operational aspects resulting from non-standard geometry
and HHIDiS structure will be addressed. At this point of study, some of
known reservations have been incorporated by lowered tray efficiency
and high overdesign.
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